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Have you heard the term translanguaging? Are you

wondering what it is and how it might be useful in your

classroom? Tune in this Friday to hear from Dr. Emma

Trentman, Associate Professor of Arabic at the University of

New Mexico, in episode 132.

Remember that we're always looking for new voices. You can

conduct an interview for the podcast or contribute in other

ways. Check out this blog post and feel free to email Stacey at

weteachlang@gmail.com to pitch your idea for an episode and

find out how to move forward!

http://www.weteachlang.com/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/11/12/become-a-contributor/


One of the topics Inga and Maris discussed toward the end of 

episode 131 was advocacy for languages as a valuable 21st century

skill. Inga said, "I think there is lack of awareness of the value that 

languages have in the 21st century, goals, skills, their future careers, and we really have

to work on advocating... how can we make a systemic change happen with our

curricular goals at least in our classrooms?" If you'd like to hear more about advocacy,

check out these past episodes:

Updates from Contributors

Diego Ojeda (episode 53)

recently had his students

create a podcast for Spanish

students in levels 2-3.  He

published the podcast on his

blog.  It also includes scripts

and vocabulary to use.
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RECAP OF EPISODE 131: EVOLVING TEACHING AND WRITING

COMPREHENSIBLE NOVELS WITH INGA PATERSON-ZUNIGA

 

REACTIONS TO PAST EPISODES:

Mandy Manning (episodes

104, 105, 107) is going to

present at the New Teacher

Center Symposium this

February in Atlanta. She will

discuss being a culturally

responsive educator in an

interactive workshop.

Episode 105: A conversation about ESL and ASL with Many Manning and Amy Andersen

Episode 68: Lead with Languages with Erin Whelchel

Episode 62: A Throwback on Advocacy and the Seal of Biliteracy with Amanda Seewald

https://twitter.com/tmsaue1
https://twitter.com/PEARLL_NFLC
https://twitter.com/ProfeMurray
https://twitter.com/Marishawkins
https://twitter.com/MmeBlouwolff
https://twitter.com/LeahStrobel
https://srojeda.com/2019/12/28/game-changers-podcast/
https://weteachlang.com/2020/01/17/131-with-inga-paterson-zuniga/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/WorldLanguageTeachers/
https://weteachlang.com/2019/05/31/ep-106-with-virginia-scott/
https://newteachercenter.org/wp-content/uploads/SYMP20_RegPDF_F11.pdf
https://weteachlang.com/2019/05/24/ep-105-with-mandy-manning-and-amy-andersen-part-ii/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/08/31/ep-68-with-erin-whelchel/
https://weteachlang.com/2018/07/20/ep-62-with-amanda-seewald/

